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From The Editor
If I might ask, what are you into?
What are the things you love? What holds your
attention? What topic, once you get started, can
you talk about without stopping until you are quietly but firmly ushered out of the dinner party?
Human beings are blessed with an incredible
capacity to get into things. Music, sport, film, all
of the above and so many more. We dive in and
let these things flow over us; submerge ourselves
in the language of the thing, and before we know
it we hold actual opinions on the differences
between and subsequent value or lack thereof
of the cinema cut and special editions of Star
Wars (Han shot first). We speak with passion on
these topics, and they fill us with life and vitality,
enthusiasm to know more, experience more, dive
deeper and explore wider.
In this season of CCVT, we are delving into what
it might look like to be so into God, learning, and
the neighbourhood that we submerge ourselves in
them, breathe them, and itch for opportunities to
share about them. This submerged reality, where
we find ourselves embedded past our eyeballs in
the life, message, and challenge of God, where we
live and breathe God, is what we are searching for,
and inviting others INTO.
This issue of The Edition explores some of what
it looks like to be INTO God, INTO Learning, and
INTO Neighbourhood, in the lead up to May’s
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INTO Summit. These are topics—and one/three
divine person(s)—that are really worth
getting into. Topics that change the world.
Topics that are particularly relevant for a Renewal
Movement seeking to be a movement of the
people of God in neighbourhoods across Victoria
and Tasmania.
We welcome writers who have had journeys in
learning, in neighbourhoods, and who have
walked with God into diverse callings. We would
like to thank all our contributors for taking the
time to share honestly from their own experiences,
and we pray that God will guide you, the reader, to
something encouraging, challenging, and empowering in this issue. Please share this issue of The
Edition with friends, family, colleagues, and fellow
explorers of neighbourhoods, learning, and God,
inviting others into the enthusiasm and excitement we share.
If you want to explore deeper and wander further
through the topics covered in these pages, we
also extend an invitation to INTO Summit this
May. Ministers and leaders will be equipped and
encouraged at the Ministers’ Day on May 12 &
13, and all community members are invited to be
a part of the celebration and exploration of the
Churches’ Summit on May 14. For more information, please visit churchesofchrist.org.au/Summit.
Mitchell Salmon
Editor

Ministers’ Summit, May 12 & 13
On Thursday evening, all people in ministry and their
spouses or partners are invited to have dinner, hear from our
guest speaker Paul Sparks, and gather together as representatives of the movement of Churches of Christ across Victoria
and Tasmania. On Friday, all people in ministry are invited to
attend a day of storytelling, encouragement, and discussion
with our guest speakers Paul Sparks (The New Parish) and
Claire Madden (formerly of McCrindle Research). This event
includes a casual lunch and dinner.

Churches’ Summit, May 14
All members and supporters of Churches of Christ in Victoria
and Tasmania are invited to gather together as representatives of the movement of Churches of Christ in Victoria and
Tasmania for our annual Celebration Event at 11am with
ordinations, worship, and storytelling, and for the CCVT Inc
Annual General Meeting from 1.30pm.

Find out more and register at
churchesofchrist.org.au/Summit
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Reflection On SURRENDER:16
Writer Sam Hearn, SURRENDER Australia
What a weekend we had together at SURRENDER 16 in
Melbourne! It was profoundly moving and inspiring to see
so many diverse voices come together to lift up Christ’s call
to Love God, Love Neighbour, and Love Enemy. In spite of
a torrential downpour on the first day (it is SURRENDER in
Belgrave after all) the weekend was full to overflowing with
passionate Jesus followers learning from one another and
sharing stories of hope, justice, and mission.
Our international guests were blown away by the witness to
the upside down Kingdom of God that our gathering was.
David Gungor from The Brilliance said he was in tears as he
witnessed the inclusivity and dignity given to so many voices
that would, tragically, so often be ignored and marginalised
in wider society. He simply said, “It’s the most truly Christian
thing I have ever seen.”
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Another real highlight for me was seeing the way so many
Indigenous and non-Indigenous practitioners who are seeking to live the way of Jesus out incarnationally in neighbourhoods and communities right across Australia just encourage
and sustain one another on the journey—and join their
voices to call the next generation to live love!
Thanks so much again to everyone who came and to everyone who was part of making it happen! Our prayer is that the
flame that we shared together over the weekend is carried
into all the dark and broken places of our neighbourhoods
and nation in a way that brings that alternative kingdom story
to life in greater and greater ways.
Lord hear our prayer. ●
Originally published at surrender.org.au/blog/our-reflection-onsurrender-16. Republished with permission.

CCVT is a proud hosting partner of SURRENDER 16.
The CCVT team had the opportunity to spend time at SURRENDER
in our ‘Greenhouse’ tent. We were blessed to share meals in
partnership with UNOH, discussion, and community with the
SURRENDER community over the weekend.
Thanks to everyone who made the ‘Greenhouse’ such an
excellent hub of warmth and fellowship.
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Why Alpha?
Writer Philippa Fielding, Alpha
Lachy Zammit, Assistant Pastor of Williamstown church,
sums it up perfectly: “Alpha is an incredible tool that brings
people together, brings people to Jesus, and brings people
into your church community, allowing them to continue asking questions about faith, life, and Jesus.”

The beauty of Alpha is that can be run as a small group
with just a few people, or with hundreds of people in cafés,
schools, pubs, and churches. Whether your church is small
or large, Alpha can be an effective tool for evangelism
and discipleship.

Lachy has witnessed Alpha’s positive influence in his church.
“Last year we ran Alpha for the first time and saw a lot of
people come along. A fair few were from the church as well as
the community. Through Alpha, we saw people become Christians for the first time. We saw people who had previously left
the church and the faith, come back into the church. These
exact people found faith, and became part of discipleship
groups out of their Alpha small groups. It’s had an incredible
impact on our church so we will definitely run it again.”

Over the past few years, there have been many developments of Alpha, including Alpha with Jamie Haith (8 weeks)
and the Alpha Youth Film Series (8-10 weeks). Additionally,
the new Alpha Film Series has just been released overseas
and will be launched here in Australia very soon. This is a
totally updated, relevant and engaging resource designed to
take people on an epic journey exploring the basics of the
Christian faith. youtube.com/watch?v=CmeSw6KVweU

Door of Hope in Launceston runs Alpha and The Marriage
Course twice a year. Here is what Darryl Tuppen has to say
about his experience with Alpha in 2012: “So what can you
expect at Alpha? Well the whole experience is a pleasure.
At the start of each evening we meet up at the venue and
share some food together; it’s a real hoot at times. So many
friendships are built. One of the most powerful things that
happens is the dialogue, discussion, and the video clips that
get you thinking.”
Since doing Alpha, Darryl has been baptised and has even
participated in a mission trip to the Philippines. Darryl is
about to do Alpha for the third time but this time as a support
person. He says, “If I could encourage other churches to run
Alpha, I would give a resounding ‘yes, do it!’”
In 2014 McCrindle Research surveyed Australian churches
where Alpha has been run. The findings revealed that Alpha
has an incredibly positive impact on the spiritual transformation of participants. Alpha’s impact on church life was also
reported to be “extremely” or “very” positive. Respondents
found that Alpha also helped impact the leadership capabilities of participants in an “extremely” or “very” positive
way, and assisted in their increased involvement in church
activities and serving.

If you are interested in any Alpha videos, host and guest
notes, as well as promotional resources, you download it free
from alpha.org.au/run.
In addition, Alpha has a suite of resources including The Marriage Course, The Marriage Preparation Course, The Parenting
Course, The Prayer Course, and The Recovery Course.
In 2015, at least 12,000 people in Australia attended Alpha.
This year, in partnership with Christian Media Association,
Christian radio stations in most major cities participated in
the Alpha Easter Invitation. Listeners were encouraged to find
an Alpha near them by clicking on the radio station’s website
and registering their interest in attending their local church’s
introduction night. Over 400 churches participated in this initiative with over 500 Alphas registered by the end of March,
this is 49% more than the same time last year.
We’re excited for this campaign next year, as not only will
Alpha again partner with CMA over Easter, but churches will
have access to the new Alpha Film Series. Alpha also has big
things in store in 2017 including the Global Alpha campaign
with Bear Grylls.
At present, 27 million people in 170 countries have done
Alpha in 112 languages. ●
If you would like to know more about how your church can be
involved in Alpha, contact phil.fielding@alpha.org.au or call
1800 811 903.
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Because God Is The Best

Photo by Angela Stewart

Writer Naomi Thorne, Red Cliffs Church of Christ
I always felt when I was growing up, that I would marry a
minister. I loved the thought of supporting my husband, and
being the wife that would be very involved.

20 kids who come along, and we have had the privilege of
building real relationships, and even have some of these
families coming to church.

It came as quite a shock to me when I felt I was being called
to be a minister, as well as my husband. So we took the step
of faith, enjoyed serving together in ministry. After several
years we found ourselves very exhausted, a little damaged
and came to the point of resigning. At that point, my words
were, “I will never go into pastoring again, it’s too painful.”
Well, we should never say ‘never’.

Anyone who knows me also know I am absolutely passionate about women’s ministry; I love helping to organise
events and conferences, and love to keep our expressions
of faith fresh and relevant. I love when we gather women
together and teach about their worth and purpose. So, this
is some of the work I get to share in as I follow God’s call on
my life.

In the months and years since this time, my relationship
with God has become stronger. I discovered a deeper sense
of how faithful God is as I pressed into him. I still desired to
serve him, just not being the minister.

If I wasn’t into God I would’ve missed all that he has called
me to do. For me that means spending time in His presence,
reading his word, and joining in worship and fellowship with
people who challenge me and encourage me. I continue to
press into God otherwise I may lose my place.

In 2014 we moved to Mildura and began to worship at the
Church of Christ there. I enjoyed being part of the fellowship
and serving where I could. But then God had other ideas.
There was discussion that Red Cliffs church were exploring
the possibility of having a minister, where it had been many
years since they had employed one. I certainly didn’t see
it coming, but after several discussions and a lot of prayer,
before I knew it I was back pastoring again; something I said
I would ‘never’ do.
What I have discovered is that when God calls you, he also
persists with you. I’ve found personally that his calling
doesn’t change—even if the location does, the heart does
not. My heart is, and always has been, very much to see
people discover how much they are loved by God, and rise
to the full potential that God created for them, and have lots
of fun on the way.
I love to journey alongside people, and one of my growing
passions is to mentor young people. I really enjoy building
relationships with their families too. At Red Cliffs we have
an adventure club for primary age children which meets
after school, started in term two 2015. We now have about

I love the way The Message starts Psalm 95: 1-3.
“Come, let’s shout praises to God, raise the roof for the Rock
who saved us! Let’s march into his presence singing praises,
lifting the rafters with our hymns! And why? Because God is
the best…”
It reminds me that we are to be bold in our relationship with
Christ and it’s ok to be loud (confident and enthusiastic). It
tells us to march into his presence, and to me that’s about
being intentional. I desire to be intentional in my own relationship with Christ and in leading others into his presence.
Going back into ministry hasn’t been easy—it still comes
with triggers of pain from my past—however my desire is to
be where God wants me to be, and at the moment it is at Red
Cliffs Church of Christ.
And that’s why I’m into Jesus … ‘He’s the best’. Yes he is;
it’s just simple, and I like things simple. It’s not meant to be
complicated. ●
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Entangled
Writer Samuel Curkpatrick,
Hindmarsh Research Centre
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“History is everywhere around us, supporting us, shaping us, and challenging us.”

I

t is easy to understand history as something no longer present. But
really, history is not just the historical but is present and living: our
lives are enmeshed in it. History is everywhere around us, supporting us, shaping us, and challenging us.
We are shaped by history in many ways beyond our control. This might
seem frightening: are we just driftwood bobbing this way and that,
thrown around by tide and storm, stuck in the push and pull of history?
We are entangled in history that is not of our own making.
Yet this entanglement is also a gift: we find meaning in our own place
and within unique relationships. And there we can act to create change
and movement. For good and detriment, our lives are entangled with
the past.
The Hindmarsh Research Centre is a place of historical enquiry. Only a
few months old, the new archival facilities are a strange mix of order
and chaos: journals like the Australian Christian are neatly lined
up, holding rank and awaiting inspection, whereas boxes of papers
from decades past unleash their haywire contents in all directions.
Everything is awaiting the eager questions of those who seek a better
grasp of what Churches of Christ is as a movement: where might we
engage with this movement as something meaningful today?
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Many important stories have emerged during my daily
ventures into the archives: newspaper clippings tell of the
energy that surrounded the Preston chapel that was built in
a day; fundraising posters from the College of the Bible show
the commitment and drive necessary to establish this place
of ministry formation; the diary of our first missionary to India
reports on infant mortality and the particular needs for medical work; a response to the National Inquiry into the Stolen
Generations outlines the relationship between Churches of
Christ, government policies, and Indigenous people.

I also remember a friend from the Tanami Desert teaching
me about reading the land through story. For Warlpiri, the
Southern Cross represents the crown of wisdom that sits
over all life. This constellation moves with the seasons, at
one point dying and becoming hidden—buried below the
horizon—before once again being raised to life.

More than categorisation, these stories need voices to interpret and communicate. Dust needs dusting, not storing (some
might say, ‘Keep the dust intact! It is a historical record. We
can measure church decline in its composition and depth’).
We need to keep pulling at this tangle of stories, playing with
them to discover what they might have to say to us.

In this land under the Southern Cross, we are all under the
same sign and possibility of ‘unity in truth’.

So let me share with you my own understanding of one
particularly knotty theme that meshes together all sorts of
events and people within Churches of Christ, conveyed in the
phrase ‘unity in truth’.
Another Kind Of Archive
As I write this article I am thinking of all the wonderful experiences I have had in Arnhem Land with my friends. I will be visiting them again in a few days’ time. I am looking backwards
in order to look forwards with great anticipation. Through our
memories, history becomes a part of the present.
You could be forgiven for thinking that the wide open plains
extending into Southern Arnhem Land are clean, empty, and
fresh. An open land of new possibility.
But like an archive, the land is already saturated with significance and story. The hills, the waterways, the wind, and
the people all tell tales of what has been and what is; these
records contain laws for society, relationship and politics.
The vast land is actually a tangled mass of culture, society,
and story that gives life its direction and momentum.
An old lady in the town of Ngukurr once told me about one
text that stands out from this living archive: ‘The gospel
of Jesus Christ: we had this before any of the missionaries
came. There in the Southern Cross, written for us in the sky.’
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Jesus Christ, the Word of God, a truth that extends before us
and beyond us, is greater than history. Yet this Word is written into creation, moving into and through history.

Disentangled
‘Unity in truth’ is an inheritance that animates Churches of
Christ. It is not to be confused with the unity of shared heritage, culture, methodology, or style. This phrase draws our
gaze toward a crowning wisdom that was already before us
and will be after us, a truth that persists with us and draws us
through the snags of history.
In all the fluctuations and flatulations of history, there is a
great and simple embodiment of truth. This is our “polar
star” (Barton Stone), a point of orientation on the horizon.
Thomas Campbell expressed ‘unity in truth’ in the word
disentanglement. He desired that Christians be free from all
the diversions and weighty baggage of tradition and unified
in Christ alone (Declaration and Address, 1809). He called
others to seek the clarity and sufficiency of this Word and to
leave behind that which was not of Christ.
The history of Churches of Christ is full of many similar movements toward an understanding of our identity as Christians
disentangled from the convolutions of tradition, that we
might shine like stars as we hold firmly to the word of life
(Phil 2:15-16).
It seems to me that these Churches of Christ archives should
therefore be a place of disentanglement with re-entanglement as their paradoxical goal. Glimpsing the twinkling of
Jesus Christ as the great star before and beyond our horizon,
we renew our efforts to hear and speak afresh the Word that
moves to become entangled in new lives and places. ●

“An old lady in the town of Ngukurr once told me about one text
that stands out from this living archive: ‘The gospel of Jesus
Christ: we had this before any of the missionaries came. There in
the Southern Cross, written for us in the sky.’”

Visit the Hindmarsh Research Centre collection at the new
website, hindmarshresearch.com
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The Church
On The Ground
Writer Paul Sparks,
Parish Collective
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The aspects of things that are most important
for us are hidden [in plain sight] because of their
simplicity and familiarity.
—Ludwig Wittgenstein

The revolution will not be televised. It will not
be brought to you by Fox News with commercial
interruptions… It will not be sandwiched between
ads to accelerate your life or be all you can be.
There will be no reruns. The revolution will be live.
The revolution will be in the streets.
—Shane Claiborne

W

hat if the largest social movement in the history of the world is forming...
but it’s invisible? Highly regarded surveyors and social theorists are
claiming that something like this may be happening. Their research
is revealing an immense distributed population around the globe who
are responding to critical issues of social justice and ecological sustainability.
These groups are largely unorganised, grassroots, and community-based.
“Nobody seems to know what to call this,” the authors of Recovering The
Commons claim. “All over the world something is afoot—a courageous, creative,
and elusive rethinking of politics, economics, and culture.” (Herbert Reid and
Betsy Taylor, 2010) David Korten speaks of ‘The Great Turning’. The Zapatistas
named it ‘The Movement of Movements’. Internationally recognised ecologist
Paul Hawken claims, “This is the largest social movement in human history.
No one knows its scope, and how it functions is more mysterious than meets
the eye.” (Blessed Unrest, 2008)

Dancers from the Dusty Feet Mob, lead the children in dance at
SURRENDER:16. Photo by Matthew Deutscher, @oakandink,
for SURRENDER.
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In an interesting parallel, equally surprising reports are being
submitted regarding radical shifts within the church. Take the
United States, where I live, for example. Below the clamour of
the political circus, something profound is happening on the
ground. George Barna, who has been regarded as the most
quoted person in Christianity, designates a movement within
the church of twenty million by 2020 and growing exponentially. Though perhaps premature, he calls this group “revolutionary” in the sense that their way of life uproots “established
systems” and includes “a radical and pervasive change in
society and the social structure”. (Revolution, 2005)
The Paradox Of The Parish Church
Here is the paradox of what Barna calls the quiet revolution: “The media are oblivious to it. Scholars are clueless
about it… Christian churches are only vaguely aware that
something seems different, but they have little idea what
it’s all about.”
Over the course of the last decade, my research has taken
me to over 700 neighbourhoods across the United Kingdom,
Canada, United States, and Australia. Joining worship gatherings, sharing meals with followers of Christ, and walking
the main streets and public spaces I too have discovered this
strange phenomenon: in literally every parish, the number
of local churches, mission communities, and small groups
of friends weaving a fabric of love and care on-the-ground is
growing. Yet, their work goes largely unnoticed. Even these
groups themselves often have a perennial sense that they
are on their own.
While there can be discrepancies regarding the scope of this
social change, one thing is becoming more and more certain:
something is happening at a grassroots level across the
globe, and it has been largely imperceptible to the upwardly
mobile, media-saturated parts of the world. Why is this
movement happening now? How is it possible that such a
phenomenon could be transpiring at this level without general awareness? And how do you discover it and join in with
what God is doing?

Living Above Place
The movement toward a more ecological and community-based way of life remains unseen because most of the
western world has been ‘living above place’. In the The New
Parish (2014), Tim Soerens, Dwight Friesen, and I describe
‘living above place’ as the “tendency to develop structures
that keep cause-and-effect relationships far apart in space
and time where we cannot have firsthand experience of
them.”
You can get a sense of this by thinking about the things you
purchase at the store or online. For example, in the ‘modern’ world, everyone knows what it is like to buy groceries
without “without any idea where the food originated, or
who was involved in the production and delivery process.”
Another example might be the way society has structured
all the activities of life to happen in different places outside
of the neighbourhood. Work, shopping, school, recreation,
exercise, and all the driving in between—even the countless
hours of TV, gaming, and computer time keep us from being
fully present to the relations of our place.
No one activity can be named as the problem. It’s the cumulative effect that separates us from life together at the human
scale. This type of world develops over decades when people
make controlling outcomes and escaping responsibilities
more important than learning to relate together faithfully. It
happens when tools, techniques, and technologies are used
to evade participation in the relationships that surround you.
“What happens when a society lives above place for generations? Over the course of time, whole populations can
develop a cocooned way of life, unaware of how their lives
really affect each other and the world at large.” In the end,
what could be life-giving modes of technological innovation and knowledge are instead used to disconnect people
from reality. The capacity to be present dissipates. You are
drawn away from community life and taught to value speed
and scale. You become blind to what the Spirit is doing right
where you are.
This type of blindness can cause you to miss the very
particular ways God is at work long before you arrive.
Denise Champion speaks of this in Yarta Wandatha (2014).
“What was God doing with us as Aboriginal people before the
white man came to Australia?” She describes the way God
spoke to the patriarchs of scripture in and through particular
places, and then instructed them to build altars there to
remember it. “That’s how I see our stories, though they
are attached to geographical altars, I guess—mountains or
waterholes or different parts of the landscape.” You miss this
if you’re 'living above place.'
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Getting Back On The Ground
There is a common hope emerging from communities on the
margins. It is simple, yet it will require a miracle. If you want
to contribute to healing and flourishing, you’re going to have
to be very intentional about fostering a common way of life
in the community. You’re going to have to practice living in
relationship with people who are different than you. It means
getting reconnected to the land, and co-stewarding the built
environment. The common thread is a shared inhabitation,
being planted together in a particular place and participating
together in caring for it.
Think about the separate issues. How can we help with the
energy crisis? Drive less, walk more. How can we lower the
rates of crime? Develop collective efficacy in the neighbourhood. How do we work through racism, classism, sexism,
etc.? It starts with being present in the community, and learning to welcome difference in the neighbourhood. How can we
solve a multitude of food problems? Buy from local grocers,
create farmers markets, and foster community gardens. How
do we help with loneliness and isolation? Create communities of hospitality that care. How do we sustain through
global economic failures? Practice import substitution, local
ownership, and gift economies. The list of local possibilities
goes on and on. In the current matrix, each of these solutions
is offered separate from one another, each addressing a
different crisis. But when you put it all together, it just means
learning how to live together, and face one another with our
differences in the day-to-day.
This turn toward the local isn’t going away. In fact, it’s going
to become more and more important. The faster the speed
of life around the globe accelerates, the more valuable your
presence in the community will become.
The Good News
“Your parish is a relational microcosm that helps bring many
cause-and-effect relationships back together again. Being in
collaborative relationships in real life (where you live, work,
and play) awakens you to the effects of your actions both on
people and on the place itself. It creates a context where your
church can see whether its faith is more than just talk. The
local place becomes the testing ground, revealing whether
you have learned to love each other and the larger community around you.” (The New Parish)

“There is a common hope
emerging from the margins. It
is simple, yet it will require
a miracle. If you want to
contribute to healing and
flourishing, you’re going to have
to be very intentional about
fostering a common way of life
in the community. You’re going
to have to practice living in
relationship with people who are
different than you.”

Of course the trouble with facing each other again is that
humans have a long history of exclusion. You probably know
from experience that relationships are not easy, especially
in a world with so many opportunities to evade them. This is
where I find the Gospel to be so hopeful.
The central core of the Good News is this idea of healing and
reconciliation. It is a whole new way of being in which our
restored relations with God through Christ helps us to enter
in relationally with one another despite our differences.
As the apostle Paul told the Church in Corinth: “by means
of his one Spirit, we all said goodbye to our partial and
piecemeal lives. We each used to independently call our
own shots, but then we entered into a large and integrated
life…” (1 Corinthians 12, The Message) This the place where
we bear one another’s burdens, forgive seventy times seven,
and fit together as a member of a local body living as a
tangible expression of God’s love in the parish.
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Five Signs Of The Church On The Ground
For the past several years I have been working alongside a
handful of organising leaders within the Parish Collective.
The Parish Collective identifies churches and groups that are
inhabiting their neighbourhood. It connects them together
across places, and co-creates contexts with them for collaboration, learning, and friendship.
This small group of practitioner/scholars have been slowly
visiting and interviewing hundreds of diverse parish churches
and groups to discover whether or not there might be common ‘signs’ of the Spirit’s movement that could be found
across groups that are growing the fabric of love and care
in the neighbourhood. Finally, last autumn we convened 40
pioneering leaders to wrestle through our collective discoveries and discern what might be held in common. Together we
composed five signs that seemed to characterise these parish churches and groups regardless of their denominational
or cultural differences.

Two of the key conveners and editors Christiana Rice and
Tim Soerens wrote saying, “Here’s what we’re talking about:
People everywhere are coming together to follow Jesus and
join God’s renewal in every neighbourhood, every sector and
every culture. We could call it ecclesial kenosis. Communities
of faith are taking shape by letting go of the small story of
church growth and embracing the big story of joining God
right where they are.” (Tim Soerens and Christiana Rice,
2016, Five Hopeful Signs That Dare Us To Be The Church)
We decided to call them signs because “they’re not meant to
prescribe a particular method or propose a formula for doing
church differently.” Rather, these signs are drawn from stories, pictures, and expressions of what God seems to already
be doing. These five signs are often invisible to a culture born
‘living above place’. But here they are offered as guideposts
to the thousands of emerging expressions seeking to grow in
sustainability and fruitfulness on-the-ground in real places.

Gathering together in the SURRENDER:16 village.
Photo by Matthew Deutscher, @oakandink, for SURRENDER.
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“Christiana Rice and Tim Soerens wrote saying,
“Here’s what we’re talking about: People everywhere are
coming together to follow Jesus and join God’s renewal in
every neighbourhood, every sector and every culture.”
1. Centring On Christ: Formed by the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, we seek to share life together as a tangible expression of Christ’s body in our parish. Saying that
Christ is at the centre is not just a statement of belief but a
commitment to a way of life together. As communities we
commit to love one another and grow together with Christ
within the grime and beauty of our everyday stories.
2. Inhabiting Our Parish: Rooting our lives in our neighbourhood, we seek to join God’s renewal in, with, and for our
place. Rather than trying to be all things to all people, we
are learning to accept our limitations as a gift from God,
live with intentionality, be known by our actual neighbours
and tangibly love those around us. We seek to participate
in God’s renewal by listening to, serving, and caring for the
land and the people where we live, work, and play.
3. Gathering to Remember: Trusting that God is at work, we
draw together in worship to remember the larger story of
our faith, rehearse the kind of people God desires us to
be in the parish, and encourage one another in love and
discernment. We have discovered that the more active we
are in joining God’s renewal in our neighbourhoods, the
more crucial it is for us to gather back together to grow in
our faith, strengthen one another and remember that we
are a part of the massive story of God.
4. Collaborating for God’s Renewal: Joining God’s renewal
within the broken systems of our world, we seek to reconcile fractured relationships and celebrate differences
by collaborating across cultural barriers and learning to
live in solidarity with those in need. It’s never been more

important to foster unity between all the diverse followers
of Christ within our local contexts. Just as important, we
are learning to collaborate with neighbours from other
traditions, faiths and experiences as we journey alongside
the suffering and pain of those around us. If ever there
was going to be a robust movement of unity in the 21st
century church it will likely be lay-led, local, and in the
neighbourhood. When unity and trust grow between us, it
is amazing how we can work together and build peace for
the common good.
5. Linking Across Parishes: Actively connecting with other
Christian communities across parishes regionally and
globally, we grow in mutual learning, friendship, and life
giving partnership. We live in the most interconnected
moment this world has ever experienced. We are learning
how desperately we need one another if we are going to
step into the challenges and opportunities set before us.
Not only do we need to trust God but we are committed to
learning how to trust one another as well. This is not an
easy task, but there is no other way to be faithful, much
less effective, if we don’t learn how to link up at an unprecedented scale.
These secrets of the kingdom compose a radical contribution
that followers of The Way have to offer the growing movement
who are seeking social justice and ecological sustainability
in the 21st century. ●
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Disintegration, Disconnection,
and Dislocation
Writer Mike Pears,
Journal of Missional Practice
Years ago, in the very early days of social media, I attended
an impressive presentation from a pioneer in the field. As
part of the presentation he invited subjects for debate from
the audience and then presented these on the internet using
a variety of social media. Dozens of replies began to appear
on the screen in front of us. By the end of his talk hundreds
of responses appeared. “This,” he confidently announced,
“is the future of community.” Impressive as his presentation was, I was not convinced, but it does go to the heart of
the question, ‘What is community and does it matter what
shape it takes?’
There are those who claim that the loss of community is
just part of the present late modern landscape and we just
need to adjust to it. Developing affinity groups regardless of
distance, connecting through social media, developing our
autonomous lives, is just how we will live. Is it the case that
the church simply has to respond to this new reality—adapting to it, accepting it as inevitable—or is there something
about the gospel that protests, that wants to shape an alternative future?
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The argument presented by Soerens, Sparks, and Freisen
is that there is a dual crisis for community life produced by
the interaction of two key issues: The first can be called the
‘myth of the individual’ and the second ‘living above place.’
The myth of the individual—the idea that our ultimate goal
in terms of freedom and happiness is to be autonomous
individuals—is a potent myth and produces many kinds of
disintegration. Community of any kind is obviously one of
those casualties but arguably our sense of what it means to
be human is an even more wounding outcome. The failure
to connect with others—to live above place, is an inevitable
product of the first myth.
But, as the authors of this article suggest, the solutions are
not easy or obvious. To turn the reality of a particular space
into something that has enough significance to allow us to
experience it as place requires a particular kind of commitment. I don’t think this is in the first place to be achieved by
directly confronting power issues. What is required is action
of a particular kind, a way engaging, that carries with it the
potential to produce different outcomes.

Editor’s note: The New Parish, by authors Paul Sparks, Tim Soerens, and Dwight J
Friesen, is an important text for CCVT in our current season of exploring how to live
out our call to be a Renewal Movement; a movement of the people of God gathering in and around the central figure of Jesus Christ, empowered by the Holy Spirit,
living out his way in our neighbourhoods and inviting others to do the same.
We are excited to host Paul Sparks as part of INTO Summit over May 12-14, and the
following response by Mike Pears to the opening chapter of The New Parish forms
an excellent introduction to the topics of neighbourhood and mission that we will
be exploring this year, especially in May at INTO Summit.
churchesofchrist.org.au/summit

“Being in collaborative relationships in real life (where you live, work and
play) awakens you to the effects of your actions both on people and on the
place itself. It creates a context where your church can see whether its faith
is more than just talk.”
In a private conversation with Maurice
Glasman, he spoke to me about the
need to create what he called “mediating spaces.” He had in mind not the
power of the domineering groups in a
place, but the crushing power of the
narratives of the Market and the State.
The narrative of the Market suggests
that commercial solutions can meet
every human need while the opposing
narrative of the State suggests that
only the centralising power of government is adequate to create solutions
for ordinary citizens. In reality these
competing narratives both collude and
collide with each other. For Glasman it
is ordinary people that become crushed
in the middle of these forces. He pleads
for mediating spaces in which other
possibilities may emerge.
For Glasman, the church is one of the
few institutions that has the ‘on the
ground’ presence, resource, commitment and vision to allow the creation
of such spaces. This is what The New
Parish sets out to achieve. It is important to recognise that the church is not
in itself this new space—another dom-

inating force with its own agendas. It is
more that the narrative of the gospel, by
pointing to forces beyond our own horizon has the potential to create spaces
for exploration and creativity.
As our writers suggest, this demands a
particular kind of commitment, engagement, and connection that insists on a
deep involvement in the life of particular neighbourhoods. They make the
following claim:
"…our parish is a relational microcosm
that helps bring many cause-and-effect relationships back together again.
Being in collaborative relationships
in real life (where you live, work and
play) awakens you to the effects of
your actions both on people and on the
place itself. It creates a context where
your church can see whether its faith
is more than just talk. The local place
becomes the testing ground, revealing
whether you have learned to love each
other and the larger community around
you. In essence, the parish is a dare to
your faith."

This a plea for a new way of creating
relationships in a given community.
Seen in this way, relationships are not
instrumental—existing for the benefit of
the church, they are valuable for their
own sakes. In other words, the church
exists for the good of the community
and not the other way round.
By daring to suggest that such a
movement is beginning to emerge, our
imaginations are challenged and we
are encouraged to strengthen our faith
to believe that God is up to something.
Our ability to understand what is happening in the new parish is critically
important for the future of mission. ●
Originally published by Journal of Ministry
Practice. journalofmissionalpractice.com.
Republished with permission.
You can read the first chapter of
The New Parish, ‘Dislocated’, for free at
NewParish.org.
www.newparish.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/12/The_New_Parish_
CH1_11_14.pdf
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Into Our
Neighbourhoods
Writer Craig Brown,
Global Mission Partners
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The Word became flesh and blood, and moved into the neighborhood.
We saw the glory with our own eyes, the one-of-a-kind glory, like Father,
like Son, Generous inside and out, true from start to finish.
—John 1:14, The Message

P

astor/writer Eugene Peterson’s The Message has
moved the word neighbourhood into a prominent
place. His translation of John 1:14 gives the theological concept of Jesus’ incarnation and settles it into a more
homely and lived in context. Jesus is in our neighbourhood.
He has come without invitation, come without planning
permits and tenancy agreements, and has made himself at
home. Despite some minor issues expressed about Peterson’s translation, what he has done has captured both the
transcendence and intimacy of Jesus’ nature by placing him
in our neighbourhood. The Holy One became flesh and blood
and meets us on our home turf.

So, on a basic level: our neighbourhood matters. If the body
of Christ moved into it, then it has ongoing significance and
if he has formed his church to be his corporeal body post his
ascension, then the body of Christ (1 Cor 12:27) needs to be
grounded not just in the Bible or in correct theology or politics, but in the neighbourhood. Our neighbourhood becomes
the primary context in which the individual disciple of Jesus
and the corporate body of Christ act out our understanding of
who Jesus is and what it means to continue doing his ministry
today. We must live out the ministry of Jesus in the here and
now, among the mess, the shadows and the joys that litter
our streets.
It is both a challenge and a privilege.
Taking The Neighbourhood Seriously
Who doesn’t take their neighbourhood seriously, we might
ask, especially given connections through Churches of Christ
we have had over the years? We have had the privilege of listening to the likes of missional thinkers like Alan Hirsch and

observing the praxis of groups like UNOH. They have called us,
again and again, by word and deed, to remember that our true
identity is not behind the walls of a church building, but to be
the church out on the street. We have been challenged to be
in the neighbourhood, whether that is in Mount Druitt, Springvale, or the narrow alleyways of Klong Toey in Bangkok. This
is a biblical theme, reminding us that the earth (our global
neighbourhood) was indeed the work of the Creator God, and
that the people in our neighbourhoods are all ingrained with
God’s image (Genesis 1:26).
There is still, however, a default setting in some churches that
suggests that the true definition of ‘neighbourhood’ is the
church community. We can recognise this trait within us all
when we examine how much effort and energy it takes to produce a church service on a Sunday. It also becomes apparent
when we get caught up in internal conversations or conflicts
that suck all our energy out, or when we aggressively recruit
for ministries in the life of the church that keep the church
ticking over without leaving much positive external impact.
This is a somewhat stereotypical view, I know, but over the
years of ministering in the local church and serving it through
the Council of Churches of Christ in Australia (CCCA) and
Global Mission Partners (GMP), I have seen this trend raise its
head again and again. If our desire is simply to keep the internal ministries of the church ticking over, we have replaced the
neighbourhood focus with a building focus—in the sense that
what happens in the building trumps what happens in the
neighbourhood.
That is not to say that what happens in the church building is
unimportant. What—ideally—should happen in any church
building is that the disciples that gather there are empowered to go out and be the body of Christ, to manifest the
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glory, grace and love of Jesus, and to be
equipped to go into the streets of our
neighbourhood. Jean Vanier writes that
“in community, people are called always
to become more.” When we consider
that a church community is called to
train, develop, disciple and empower
people, we have to ask: to what end
do we “become more”? Surely it is to
be the body of Christ in the neighbourhood, outside of the church walls (or
wherever it is we gather as the church
community)? What we do inside the
building only becomes unimportant
if it is divorced from the geographical

of Christ. Our imagery gets caught up
in our architecture. If you think that’s
off the mark, just contemplate about
how interchangeable the terms ‘church’
and ‘church building’ are in our language—we go to church rather than be
the church, for example. While it is right
to acknowledge the difficulty of ministry
in our neighbourhood, our response is
often to take a ‘fortress’ approach to
that dilemma: “Let’s hold the fort. Let’s
keep the foundations in place. Let’s
weather the storm.” It’s a narrative that
is architecturally based. It’s a narrative
that suggests that the body of Christ has

Gutierrez’s encouragement: “The Lord is
not intimidated by the darkness or the
rejection of his own. His light is stronger
than all the shadows.” If we believe
that we are the body of Christ, then we
too can minister in the shadows—and
bring the light that chases them off.
Our neighbourhoods will have their
difficulties, too, their shadows that
stretch across our way of discipleship.
But you might counter with, “Ah, that’s a
good point. Jesus did have it tough. But,
in case you hadn’t noticed, none of us
are Jesus.” So true—and me included!

“We’re not like the body of Christ. We’re not somewhat connected to the body
of Christ... We are the body of Christ filled with the Spirit of Christ to speak
the words of Christ and perform the actions of Christ. “
neighbourhood of the building. Ash
Barker comments in Making Poverty
Personal that “the challenge for us as
evangelical communities is to reconsider our practices and methods and
remember why we do them. Preaching,
praying, sharing communion, building
community—these should not be an
empty ritual…Will we allow God to raise
up new methods of reaching people and
changing the life of our neighbourhood
and society? If we do, then we have to
find again the reasons for much of our
evangelical practices.” To engage in
spiritual disciplines without the intent
to go into our neighbourhoods is a sure
fire way of fostering discouragement in
our church communities. If the only fruit
we see is internal, we lose track of how
God can radically redeem our neighbours and neighbourhoods.
A Counter Cultural Narrative
To have the neighbourhood as a primary
focus is a counter cultural emphasis
in many ways. No one can pretend
that practising authentic Christian
ministry in Australia is easy—there are
many reasons for this and they have
been explained well elsewhere. Often
we, in response to a difficult context, see ourselves as a static church
rather than a mobile and active body
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become outdated, that we have nothing
to offer the neighbourhoods around us.
If we hold our numbers—in both terms
of people and giving, then we’re doing
all right. I have seen this exemplified
when church members decided that giving to mission should not be a priority,
because we should focus just on “making our budget.” By “making budget”,
we know we mean keeping the church
building and the ministries entwined
within it running smoothly. It is, in so
many ways, a narrative that leads to a
slow descent into irrelevance.
Yet, if we embrace Paul’s imagery of the
church as the “body of Christ”, we can
have hope. When Christ walked Palestine, when he moved into that particular
neighbourhood, was he faced with
difficulties? Roman occupation, religious rules, systematic legalism and a
four hundred year absence of prophetic
words don’t exactly sound like an easy
context! If you also count the times
Jesus was threatened by his own faith
community, it seems pretty apparent
that his neighbourhood was a rough
one. Yet, after a short three-year ministry culminating with a humiliating death,
and a glorious resurrection, enough
disciples were empowered to turn their
neighbourhood upside down. In difficult
contexts, we would do well to remember

Again, let’s return to the narrative the
New Testament gives us about our
identity in our neighbourhood before
we dwell too much on our failings. We
are the body of Christ. We’re not like
the body of Christ. We’re not somewhat
connected to the body of Christ. We,
now, are his hands, feet, heart and
mouth. We are the body of Christ filled
with the Spirit of Christ to speak the
words of Christ and perform the actions
of Christ. If the Apostle Paul can write
to the Corinthian church and call them
the body of Christ, with all their divisions, their sexual immoralities, their
arguments over leadership and their
propensity to take each other to court,
then perhaps we can take heart. We
are not defined by our failings or—on
a positive note—our giftings. We are
defined as being the body of Christ—to
minister in our context, our neighbourhood, in a manner that reminds people
of Christ. It might feel that I am labouring a point, but if we don’t get a grasp
of our imagery or our identity, then our
mission into the neighbourhood will be
compromised.
Just dwell on that for a moment.
Our identity is a crucial piece—we are
not a huddled group of believers waiting
to pass into irrelevance, but we are
Christ’s body here in our own neigh-

“We can act. We can speak. We are not on our own. We are well
equipped to step out of our buildings and claim the neighbourhood as
our primary place of ministry.”
bourhood. We can act. We can speak.
We are not on our own. We are well
equipped to step out of our buildings
and claim the neighbourhood as our
primary place of ministry. Not to claim
primacy in the neighbourhood, not to
dominate the neighbourhood, but to
serve it as Christ served, and as his
disciples served.
One of the privileges I have had over
the past 8 years, with both the CCCA
and GMP, has been to observe how our
partners in developing world settings
engage with their neighbourhoods. They
practice hospitality, they welcome the
unwelcome, they advocate on behalf
of the poor, the vulnerable and disenfranchised. They show and speak the
presence of Christ in their neighbourhoods, and in ways that make sense in
that context.
I am always struck when I travel to
Salatiga, in Central Java, by the attitude
that the Christian churches and the
training college (CCTSI) have towards
their neighbourhoods. This part of Java
is varied in terms of neighbourhoods—
some are suburbs of the regional city
of Salatiga, a few are nestled in Buddhist settings, and some sit near the
top of mountains in a Muslim setting.
Every morning that I am in Salatiga, I
am awoken by the call to prayer (which
prompts me to pray, and then go back
to sleep!); I once walked with some of
our Indonesian friends to a Christian
pastor’s home at sunset, and was suddenly surrounded by the sound of the
evening call to prayer coming from three
mosques. These incidences remind
me that when I am in Salatiga, I am the
‘other’ in that neighbourhood (by birth
and faith). Despite that, I am welcomed
with hospitality. I am also inspired
by the way the Jesus followers there
approach their neighbourhoods full of
those that could be termed the ‘other’.
They do it to be a blessing. They teach

English to children; they tutor; they
comfort families who are doing it tough
and, for instance, they massage the
immobile legs of a young boy, crippled
by a negligent physical injury when
he was an infant. They bless. They
assess their neighbourhood, ask what
it needs, and deliver it on a shoestring
budget. They—after they have formed a
relationship—also speak the words of
Christ and see miracles occur. They are
countercultural—quiet, loving, sacrificial. They are not always successful, but
more often than not they are Christlike,
and they seek culturally appropriate
ways to be the body of Christ in their
neighbourhood.
Meeting Christ In The Neighbourhood
When we go out into our neighbourhoods, we will of course meet our neighbours. It is also crucial to remember that
this engagement also brings us face
to face with Christ. This is one of the
implications of the parable of the sheep
and the goats in Matthew 25:31-46.
Those designated as righteous by Jesus
are the ones who have been out in their

neighbourhoods, nourishing the hungry
and thirsty, showing hospitality to the
stranger, clothing the naked, tending
the sick and visiting the imprisoned. In
doing so, they are surprised that they
have been face to face with Jesus! He
has been among them, as he is among
us—both as our empowerer, and inhabiting the shadows of our neighbourhoods where we think he is absent. It
is a challenge and a comfort. If we step
out, if we see our neighbourhood as our
primary area of ministry, we will be in
contact with Jesus and will be modelling
our ministry after his own.
Our neighbourhood may be a daunting
place, filled with shadows and pain.
Yet it is the place that we are called to
and the place where Jesus is present.
Our church communities and church
practices are not irrelevant if we turn our
eyes afresh to our immediate contexts,
and walk as the body of Christ to bless
our neighbourhoods. ●
Originally published in YVQ11: OUR
PLACE. churchesofchrist.org.au/yvq.
Republished with permission.

Hery Susanto and Craig Brown speak in Salatiga, Indonesia.
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I N TO

Writer Paul Cameron
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This theme invites us, at Summit and beyond, into a particular
posture before God-the Father, God-the-Son, and God-the-HolySpirit. It is an invitation to a stance of humility and gratitude,
openness and learning, renewal and freshness, expectation and
involvement, and relationship and sacrifice.

This year’s CCVT Summit has a typically quirky one-word
theme: INTO. You will have seen this explained elsewhere; how
we are inviting participants to be INTO God, INTO Learning,
and INTO Neighbourhoods.
The theme invites us, at Summit and beyond, into a particular
posture before God-the Father, God-the-Son, and God-the-Holy-Spirit. It is an invitation to a stance of humility and gratitude,
openness and learning, renewal and freshness, expectation
and involvement, and relationship and sacrifice. And of
course, this is not just a head thing it is a heart and hands and
feet thing too. Unsurprisingly, the Apostle Paul regularly points
out in his letters that this type of INTO embraces decisions to
make, choices to take, prices to pay, and losses to experience,
with inevitable radical, counter-cultural consequences.
Predictably all this is hard work, but as Walter Brueggemann
says of ministry leadership (and our calling to be providing
an alternative script to this culture’s script), there is no
better work.

In CCVT we have been talking a lot about doing better at building Communities of Hope and Compassion and developing
Leaders to lead them. We are learning that these Communities
might sometimes look like churches as we have known them;
and that these Leaders might sometimes look like ministers
as we have known them. We have developed lists of indicators
or practices that we discern are biblically reasonable expectations of these Communities and Leaders. (These indicators are
available at churchesofchrist.org.au)
Over recent months we have also discerned that there is a gap
emerging around and within these lists. In fact the gap may
have been there for quite some time. While the lists incorporate clearly stated themes around encouraging and equipping
Community members to be active participants in lifelong learning and spiritual practices, there is a gap in voicing what this
actually looks like, and what questions could prompt deeper
engagement and expression. To be clear, we need to name
that we are talking about discipleship. And, to be honest, it
is healthy to acknowledge we could do better (and be more
explicit) about describing what a 21st century disciple of Jesus
looks like.
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Personally
Let me tell you something of my own
story as an illustration of how we could
do better. My guess is it might be familiar story to some. I made my decision
to follow Jesus as my Lord and Saviour
in my early teens. That is a long time
ago. I made this decision publicly at the
conclusion of a Sunday night Gospel
service at Red Cliffs Church of Christ.
Gospel services (as our evening meetings were always called in the olden
days, when I was a kid), were a real
experience. The singing, mostly of
hymns, but a few Elim choruses a bit
later, was centred on faith discovery,
of grace and repentance and hope (I
was sinking deep in sin; Just as I am,
without one plea). The preaching was
simple but clear, a straightforward
proclamation of the Good News, and
an invitation to respond. Emotions and
feelings were involved, as is always the
way with things that really matter. Singing was important, releasing through
the words a deeper longing, a spiritual
yearning, and an intimate connection
with God the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. We felt deep emotion when this
or that person ‘went forward’. We felt it
again when they were baptised. Many
of us remembered our own baptisms,
the water, the joy, the belonging, the
salvation, the Spirit…
You see, when I was a kid, in the olden
days, deep in the last millennium,
this was the way we did it. So on this
particular Sunday night I ‘went forward’;
I ‘made my decision’, my ‘good confession’. Gripped by the firm handshake
of the preacher and our minister, Bill,
I responded to the question “Do you
believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of
God, and do you accept him as your
Lord and personal saviour?”, with that
simple but profound word: “Yes”.
It was a deeply emotional experience,
possibly as much for that seemingly
terrifying walk to the front of our little
chapel at Red Cliffs (I thought it was so
very big back then…), as it was for the
spiritual and eternal implications of the
event. It was emotional, and intellectual,
all at the same time. I knew what I was
doing. I had weighed it up. Particularly
after the challenge of seeing a friend
make his ‘decision’ the week before.
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My baptism was a very real experience. There
were no flashing lights and booming voices, but it
was still a further step of faith that I felt deeply.

During the next week I spent an hour or
so with Bill reviewing the basics of the
Christian faith, the next Sunday night
I was baptised, and the next Sunday
morning I was ‘welcomed into fellowship’ (i.e. into church membership).
My baptism was a very real experience.
There were no flashing lights and booming voices, but it was still a further step
of faith that I felt deeply. As was my first
participation in the Lord’s Supper, for
back then in our world, we didn’t partake of the bread and grape juice until
we were baptised. Then we belonged.
Then we were ‘in’. This is a classic manifestation of a ‘Bounded Set’ church;
the boundaries of who was ‘in’ and who
was ‘out’ were very clear.
Of course when it came to discipleship, it was expected that I didn’t
need to learn much more. After all, I’d
grown up in a Christian family. I was
a regular at Sunday School. I simply
ticked the boxes I guess. But maybe
that’s the problem. I am reminded that
you should never assume anything,
because sooner or later it will make an
‘ass’ of ‘u’ and ‘me’. Corny I know, but
there’s truth in it.
Through no fault of anybody (least of all
Bill) this was really ‘discipleship-lite’.
It was helpful information, but it didn’t
really lead to a deep transformation.
The world was beginning to rapidly
change—this was the 60s after all! My
world was too. I was living in the middle
of what was a growing disconnect
between church and Christianity and
faith and the culture in which we were
finding ourselves. It was not a wellrounded Christian formation process.

The information I was learning or rather
re-learning didn’t meet the reality of
what was going on in my life and my
body and my mind and my social world.
There was no integration of this newly
expressed faith and subsequent baptism, and what it meant to be a follower
of Jesus in that crazy context. How would
believing in Jesus and being filled with
the Spirit really help me manage my hormones? How would it help me make better choices in behaviours and lifestyle?
Why was just thinking (or even saying)
“no” so tough in a peer group situation?
Could it all come together?
This was my first encounter with a form
of dualism, which for several years
became for me the battle of a Sunday versus Monday through Saturday
faith, and the clash between beliefs
and values, words and actions. I still
needed to learn, and to pick up, what
was my responsibility in this discipleship process.
What I didn’t really understand then,
and through no real fault of anybody
really wasn’t alerted to, was that
being an authentic follower of Jesus
was hard work (and that there was no
better work).

Discipleship Indicators
The discernment of a discipleship (or lifelong learning) gap
in our doing better at building Communities and developing
Leaders mentioned above led Stirling Principal Andrew
Menzies to write an excellent article in the first issue of
The Edition. He suggested there are seven indicators of a
healthy disciple. Let me repeat them, in summary form only; a
disciple builds up the body of Christ, has healthy engagement
in the local community, is committed to personal growth,
understands their vocation, practises love, has a deep concern
for justice, and invests in the life of others.
This is hard work, but there is no better work.
A few years back in the US, LifeWay Research conducted
an intensive research project, seeking to get a clear picture of the shape and state of discipleship. The US-based
research of leaders and church participants was augmented
by input from discipleship thinkers in eight other countries.
Published in book form as Transformational Discipleship—
How People Really Grow (Eric Geiger, Michael Kelley, Philip
Nation, 2012), the research identified eight similar attributes of growing disciples; Bible engagement, obeying God
and denying self, serving God and others, sharing Christ,
exercising faith, seeking God, building relationships, and
unashamed transparency.
I note that one mission-focussed church grouped these
eight together rather creatively under three headings: Dig
In to the Bible (Bible engagement and seeking God), Grow
Up in your faith (obeying God and denying self, exercising
faith, unashamed transparency) and, Branch Out into the
community (serving God and others, sharing Christ, building relationships)
Again, we are reminded that discipleship is hard work,
but there is no better work.
Some, maybe many, readers will be familiar with the book
Celebration of Discipleship by Richard Foster. The book had a
major global impact on Christians and movements at its initial
release in 1980s. Foster went on to found a collective called
Renovaré that “models, resources, and advocates fullness
of life with God experienced, by grace, through the spiritual
practices of Jesus and of the historical Church”. Quite simply,
“Renovaré helps people in becoming like Jesus”.

Described as ‘The Six Streams’, Renovaré helpfully lists what
it sees as the practices or habits of growing disciples:
• Prayer-Filled Life: Our heart’s steady attention on God; the
contemplative tradition.
• Virtuous Life: Responding with integrity; the holiness
tradition.
• Spirit-Empowered Life: Fuelling our lives from the presence
and power of God; the charismatic tradition.
• Compassionate Life: Extending compassion in every sphere
of life the social justice tradition.
• Word-Centred Life: Living the life-giving message; the evangelical tradition.
• Sacramental Life: Encountering the invisible God in the
visible world; the incarnational tradition.
I like, and am challenged by the simplicity yet depth of the
Renovaré Covenant: "In utter dependence upon Jesus Christ
as my ever-living Saviour, Teacher, Lord, and Friend, I will
seek continual renewal through spiritual exercises, spiritual
gifts, and acts of service."
One reason I appreciate these lists of discipleship attributes
and indicators is because each provides a healthy internal
and external balance or rhythm. Spiritual renewal and growth
(or ‘discipleship’) has been (or become) quite a personal
and individualistic episode at different times in the history of
God’s people; from Old Testament times, through the intertestamental period, into the New Testament, and throughout
church history. While these lists are inclusive of, or even
begin with, a personal response, they also provide a diverse
and vigorous balance of inward and outward, and of personal
and communal.
This of course names a primary battleground for deepening
discipleship. In a culture driven by individualism, consumerism and competition, the communal and missional nature
of discipleship is under significant pressure, and too all
often buckles beneath the prevailing cultural values of our
times. While exploring far broader territory than the theme
of this article, the book An Other Kingdom (Peter Block,
Walter Brueggemann, John McKnight, 2016), espouses an
alternative view. To quote,
“The point is we are associating community building with
holiness. Community is the reconstruction of individual
well-being through the well-being of the whole. This is very
different from beginning with individual self-interest and
believing that the invisible hand of the market will create
communal well-being. How do you reduce suffering in the
world? We say you do it by building community; and in trying
to give form to the landscape of community, we are asking
you to take a spiritual path.” (Italics mine)
These variously shaped indicators or attributes have an
appealing consistency; they are helpful tools to provide a
focus on what discipleship can look like. They also remind us
that this is clearly hard work. But there is no better work.
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Discipleship Questions
Years ago Renovaré published a list of questions for a spiritual formation group. Participants
were invited to hold each other accountable by working through the questions together.
While designing a mentoring program I adapted the questions for use in mentoring conversations. Then later, during the CCVT Future Directions process, I further adapted them for
use with minister-leaders from Future Directions partner churches. I still use them in some
conversations, and for my own personal reflection. In this latter iteration it was rather dramatically, yet maybe quite helpfully, entitled Missional Spirituality Quotient. Below you will see
the latest version of these questions, re-written as I have reflected on the discipleship gap
mentioned above. The questions are focussed on the two primary Christian discipleship and
lifelong learning rhythms of Inward and Outward.
Inward
Contemplative
• What experiences of prayer and meditation have
you had? Has a Daily Office been helpful?
• In reflecting on scripture, how has the text read you;
what new understandings have you discovered?
• What difficulties and frustrations have you
encountered? What joys and delights?
• Have you met God? In what ways did he make his presence known to you since our last meeting?
Experiential
• What movements of the Holy Spirit have you experienced since our last meeting?
• How have you sensed the influence or work of the Holy
Spirit?
• What spiritual gifts did the Spirit enable you to exercise? What was the outcome?
• What fruit of the Holy Spirit would you like to see
increase?
Lifestyle
• What temptations have you faced since our last
meeting?
• Which spiritual disciplines is God using to lead you
further into holiness of heart and life?
• What is your determination for the future?

Outward
Vocational
• How have you expressed your job as a calling or vocation since our last meeting?
• What is its role in your future?
• Are you Christ there?
Relational
• How would you assess your relationships since our last
meeting?
• With people inside the church? And people outside?
• What about your ‘special’ relationships?
• Are you Christ there?
Service
• How have you expressed hospitality since our last
meeting?
• What opportunities have you had to serve others? Has
this been outside the church as well as inside?
• How did you respond to the opportunity? How did the
other respond?
Missional Story Telling
• How is your ongoing encounter of Christ shaping you?
• In what ways has God opened the way for you to tell
your faith story since our last meeting?
• How has your story telling shaped others?
Next Steps
• What area of your life do you feel that God most wants
to develop or change? What specific steps or actions
could you take to make those changes?
• What good habit do you feel God wants to form in
your life? What specific steps or actions could you take
to develop that habit?
• What new disciplines or practices might be useful to
you at this time?
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• Who are you talking with?

Praying together at SURRENDER:16. Photo by Matthew Deutscher, @oakandink, for SURRENDER.
Moving INTO our neighbourhoods as a sign, witness, and
foretaste of the Kingdom will best occur when God is at work
in every area of our life. This can be uncomfortable at times.
It is hard work, but there is no better work.
Discipleship, working out what it means to be a follower of
Jesus in the 21st Century, begins with each of us being INTO
God; God-the-Father, God-the-Son, and God-the-Holy-Spirit.
Our discipleship deepens, broadens and is rounded out when
we are INTO Learning, as a lifelong commitment. Then discipleship becomes a head, a heart and a hands and a feet thing.
This requires an intentional response from leaders and
communities. It is my sense that this is an important key to
doing better at building Communities of Hope and Compassion and at developing Leaders to lead them: every leader
intentionally modelling a costly lifelong learning themselves;

and every community releasing their leaders to do this, and
actively inviting those leaders to lead them in the same practices and disciplines.
I am committed to being INTO God, INTO Learning, and INTO
Neighbourhood. I know my response starts with me, but I
know it mustn’t end there. Please pray with me that we would
each have a suitable posture before God-the Father, Godthe-Son, and God-the-Holy-Spirit; a stance of humility and
gratitude, openness and learning, renewal and freshness,
expectation and involvement, and relationship and sacrifice.
And that our Communities would be filled with people with
the same posture.
For then we will take another step in doing better at developing Leaders, and building Communities; and, at the same time
we will see God’s Kingdom come, on Earth as it is in Heaven. ●
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A Bouquet Of Newly Sharpened Pencils
Writer Angela Sawyer
The movie You’ve Got Mail has this line I love, from Tom
Hanks’ character Joe Fox. In his anonymous email to Meg
Ryan’s character Kathleen Kelly he writes, “I would send you
a bouquet of newly sharpened pencils.”
Stationery offers potential. The blank page is a possible masterpiece. A book store or library provide alternative worlds.
Nerd, words, teacher, reader, education, classrooms... these
are all descriptors that relate to me in some way and that
say something about the world of learning that has always
enticed me.
There is something particularly wonderful about formal education, where you intentionally put yourself in the position of
a learner... where the books and articles you read and topics
you discuss are not only of your own choice but allow you
to study work you would never otherwise pick up, that may
contribute to altering your worldview. Where you get the privilege of peeking over the shoulders of another scholar’s hard
work to gain insight into areas of life you may have thought
you already knew everything about; or being creative with
your peers in a class that provides the opportunity to step in
someone else’s shoes; or learning skills that will aid you in
your career.
I appreciate though that for many people learning, and
formal education in particular, may offer up other emotions
and experiences for different reasons. Being shamed, feeling
dumb, experiencing complexity, confusion, alienation, or
challenges that are not effectively catered for in a class room.
A world for those ‘other people’. Too often our educational
institutions are more interested in behaviour or intimidation or administrative red tape rather than the students on
whose behalf they exist. How people learn differently and
that learning is a journey. Learning that is driven by anxiety
with a disproportionate focus on grades or outcomes proves
unrewarding. A question I am frequently asked by people
of all ages in a learning environment is ‘what is the right
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answer’. There is room for assessment and scaling of course
but taking a posture of learning assumes there may always
be more to know, experience, and understand.
I remember hearing once about how all children consider
themselves to be artists, singers, astronauts and circus performers. Possibility is wide. Somewhere along the line they
get told that they are not those things, or they compare themselves to others and forget that they enjoy learning so they
close that door. It may be that we don’t all become firefighters or doctors or radio hosts for a living, but many of us can
learn more than we do as we age. Lifelong learning stimulates the mind and heart. Learning is not about being ‘smart’.
Learning is about being open. Informal learning is something
that we can also take a position to be more proactive about
in our life. Being aware and awake. We have access today to
all kinds of free material (podcasts, YouTube, new forms of
libraries) that can teach us practically anything. But perhaps
even more importantly, just getting outside, and taking time
to clear our minds of the busyness of life that sucks away the
desire for learning.
A friend once said that we all complain about how busy life
is whilst we spend hours each day watching brain numbing television shows about other people living interesting
lives. But we could be learning how to fly a plane in those
hours, or building a boat or finally reading War and Peace
(there’s a reason it’s a classic) or learning to knit or bake or
learning more about nutrition or how the body functions or
another language... at least being curious and interested
and engaged. But note the careful distinction between
being entertained and being educated. Both can happen at
simultaneously but if too much emphasis is placed on being
entertained, learning can be the cost.
I love roses, but give me a bouquet of newly sharpened
pencils any day to remind me of the potential and possibility
of the blank page and learning. ●

STATE YOUTH GAMES VICTORIA
QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY WEEKEND 10 – 13 JUNE 2016
LARDNER PARK WARRAGUL
STATEYOUTHGAMES.COM/VIC
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Upcoming events
Visit churchesofchrist.org.au for more

INTO: Youth Ministry Roundtable
All leaders of young people and their teams are invited to join
in a roundtable discussion on the topic of intentional presence and engaging young people in our neighbourhoods,
with international guest Paul Sparks. Join the Youth Vision
network on Thursday May 12 at 4pm for a roundtable discussion at Foothills Conference Centre, Mooroolbark.
churchesofchrist.org.au/INTOroundtable

Voices For Justice National Gathering
Micah Australia’s Voices for Justice National Gathering is your
opportunity to raise your voice and influence our nation’s
leaders on behalf of the world’s poorest people in the lead
up to the 2016 election.
In the lead up to the 2016 election—a time when politicians
are most receptive to listening to their constituents—Micah
Australia will be hosting the 10th Voices for Justice National
Gathering in Canberra from 18-20 June.
micahaustralia.org/voicesforjustice

Marriage Training Seminar
The purpose of this day is to enable you to be well prepared
to offer effective pastoral care and marriage preparation,
lead meaningful wedding services and provide ethical and
legally competent ministry as a CCVT marriage celebrant. This
training day is for new celebrants and experienced celebrants
who are in need for a refresher.
June 30, Stirling Theological College. Held in conjunction
with BUV.
churchesofchrist.org.au/JulyMarriageSeminar
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Your Story, Our Story
Do you have a story you would like to share with the movement of
Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania? Have you seen God at work
in your neighbourhood and you are bursting to share what he is up to?
CCVT welcomes stories from all our Communities of Hope and Compassion!
If you have a tale you would like to spin and share, write it up and send it to
editor@churchesofchrist.org.au and start the conversation.
All stories in The Edition and online are edited for length, style, and tone.
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